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Simply swept away.
Escape from everyday life. Into life. No problem with a 
GLOBECAR. Because as fully suitable for everyday use 
motorhome it defines the motorhome class van base 
once again.

Get to know the world of comfortable travel with a 
GLOBECAR. Its elegance, modern design, quality and 
not least its highly attractive price make every 
GLOBECAR model a luxury mobile for everyday and 
travel.

So what are you waiting? Discover what it means
to experience nature in its most beautiful ways.

Let us convince you of the great world of GLOBECAR 
with one of our specialist partners in your area!

Welcome to the world of comfortable travel.
Welcome to GLOBECAR.
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There are many paths in nature.
The most beautiful you can find
with a GLOBECAR. 
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GLOBECAR is the great feeling 
of having made the right decision.
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Everyday car and motorhome in one. Including full driving and traveling comfort.
Welcome to the D-Line - built for your tasks and requirements.
Based on the approved and reliable Fiat Ducato.

Just do whatever you like.  
It will fully support you.
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More than a decade of great ideas:
all in your GLOBECAR. 

THE GLOBECAR HIGHLIGHTS

GRP Skylight Frame
We only use carefully sealed and solid adapter frame
made of GRP.

electric Entry Step
For those who like to enter comfortably: A push of a 
button is sufficient and the entry step is released.

Softlock 
Never again wake the campsite at night:
Softlock closes the sliding door automatically and quietly.

Insect Screen
Providing fresh air, keeping pests out.

Driver Cab Shades
For a long and undisturbed sleep.
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THE GLOBECAR HIGHLIGHTS

Crank Skylight (not in the Revolution model)

Instead of pushing, pulling, jamming: crank up with a handle. Standard 
with insect protection pleat and roller blind! 

Extra (optional) lateral Bed (available for some, but not all models)

Just turn the alternative table (included in optional package) into a 
comfortable lateral bed in the dinette.

Raising Roof (available for some, but not all models)

A large additional sleeping space – or even play room for the kids – with 
just a bit of handling. 

Storage XXL
Our rear beds can be dismantled, folded and stacked. So you always 
have the optimum and maximum storage space.

Rear Heating
With the warm air exhaust in the rear, we ensure that it is always warm 
in the sleeping area.

Base Chassis
The all-reliable and approved Fiat Ducato.

Underfloor Storage
And „what to do with the odds and ends“ has an answer.

Lashing Eyes
So that your cargo always reaches your destination safely and sound.

Easy-to-handle Shutters
The high-quality ISO windows can be closed with these roller blinds. 
The perfect view and sun protection.

Bulkhead Partition
At night steps to the sleeping area, traveling practical partition: so that 
in a case of a (emergency) braking everything remains in its place.

2 Inspection openings Fresh water tank
Filling from the outside, the fresh water tank has two inspection 
openings, so that convenient cleaning is easy and effortless.

Soft-Closing drawers in the kitchenette
Gone are the days when the „camping kitchen“ had to be dispensed 
with utensils. Everything has comfortable and safe place.

Spacious Roof Storage
With great volume you can enjoy the order like at home.

Insulated Roof
Comprehensive, seamless roof insulation.

30 mm insulator, 20 mm Styrofoam and 3 mm hard fiber.

Variety of washrooms
At Globecar you have the choice between different washroom 
solutions – decide for yourself.

High performing Truma Kombi 4
Central placed our heating ensures optimal heat distribution 
throughout the vehicle.

For everyone, who simply wants for more.
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Choose your travel accommodation

D-Line Overview

Dynamic with central washroom

GLOBESCOUT R
Agile Camping Van

ROADSCOUT R

16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 41

Bestseller with extra storage Sportive and flexible

GLOBESCOUT GLOBESTAR 600 L REVOLUTION
Visible Greatness

CAMPSCOUT B
Individualist with elegant design

GLOBESCOUT LIMITED
A feeling like home

GLOBESTAR 600 W
The spacious miracle with single beds

GLOBESTAR 600 L
Equipment

IN- & EXTERIOR

5.41 m

Seite

5.99 m
6.36 m

Maximum and sleep comfortFive Stars on four wheels

CAMPSCOUTGlobestar 640 DK
Storage giant with electrically 

adjustble bed

CAMPSCOUT REVOLUTION



5.413

2.050

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 5.413 / 2.580 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.300 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.720 kg
Payload ......................................................... 580 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 115 / 130 / 148 / 177 PS
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ROADSCOUT R
Looking for a short, but all-in motorhome? Then the ROADSCOUT R 
is just right for you. As an agile city van, it still offers plenty of room 
for relaxed travel at the highest level, thanks to its central washroom 

and the greatest comfort in its class. For this, this construction also 
allows even more leg room in the seat group!
This proves: Agile can the that convenient..

Generous Dinette    Half dinette with extra leg room for 4 peopleExtra Bedroom     Large double bed with additional storage compartments under the roof cabinets

Spacious Kitchenette
Optimised space in cupboards and drawers

Practical central Washroom
More space and doubles as room divider

 + Extra short vehicle – a perfect 
 everyday compainon

 + Seperate cupboard in the kitchentte

 + With a practical foldable washing basin for 
more space in the washroom

Agile Camping Van

Basic Version    Upholstery Square (optional)    Table Top alternative (optional)



5.998

2.050
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GLOBESCOUT
With 5,99 m length of the GLOBESCOUT greatly wins when it comes to 
combine the best of all worlds. For here travel and ride comfort form 
a perfect symbiosis. Whether it‘s stowage or sleeping space, driving 
dynamics or parking: The GLOBESCOUT is the perfect companion. In 

addition, it shines with one of the largest baths in its class. Moreover, 
two large drawers in the kitchen area provide plenty of space for 
everything that makes travel more comfortable.

Comfortable Sleep    Large double bed with additional storage compartments under the roof cabinets Extra large dinette    Comfort and liberty for 4 persons

Spacious Kitchenette
Cupboards and drawers offer loads of space for all utensils

Large Washroom
Comfort like at home

 + Seperated washroom

 + Comfy dinette for up to 4 persons

 + All-round roof storage box above the rear bed

Bestseller with extra Storage

Elegance Version    Upholstery Silver (optional)   alternative table top (optional)

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 5.998 / 2.580 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.300 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.790 kg
Payload ......................................................... 510 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 115 / 130 / 148 / 177 PS



5.998

2.050
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GLOBESCOUT R

Extra large dinette    For convivial comfort for four

Spacious Kitchenette
Cupboards and drawers for all storage needs

Its equipment and clever layout have made the GLOBESCOUT 
so popular. An extra large spacious washroom turns it into the 
GLOBESCOUT R. The result are slatted shower blinds, which separates 
the washroom as needed from the bedroom and living area. 

The washroom‘s comfort is just as you know it from home! In addition, 
the R version comes with a must-have for all tall „long-sleepers“: a 
large, comfortable bed. To match: An elevated refrigerator and beneath 
it: a wardrobe for all additional storage needs.

Kingsize Bed    Large double bed in the rear

Practical Central Washroom
More space in the washroom with all comforts

Dynamic with Central Washroom

 + Generous seperate cupboard in the kitchenette 

 + Elevated fridge for more comfort and space

 + Flexible central washroom, its slated shutter doubles as 
room divider

Basic VErsion    Upholstery Breeze    alternative table top (optional) 

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 5.998 / 2.580 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.300 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.790 kg
Payload ......................................................... 510 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 130 / 148 / 177 PS



5.998

2.050
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GLOBESCOUT LIMITED

Practical central Washroom
More space and doubles as room divider

As individual as its passengers. The GLOBESCOUT LIMITED is designed 
for those who like it extraordinary. With his striking portholes, painted 
bumpers and decor, the GLOBESCOUT LIMITED is an eye catcher on all 
roads.

Inside, it surprises from the extravagant lighting concept to the clever 
central washroom. Flexible central washroom that also separates the 
sleeping area from the living area.

Seperatable Sleeping Area    with additional indirect lighting Elegant Dinette    Spacious and in extravagant design

Design Kitchenette
Stylish, tasteful and practical

Individualist in elegant Design

 + Limited special model with  „All inclusive 
Equipment“

 + Flexible central washroom, which doubles as 
room divider

 + High value light system with indirect lighting 
Elegance Version (standard)   Upholstery Limette (optional)    alternative table top (optional)

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 5.998 / 2.580 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.300 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.805 kg
Payload ......................................................... 495 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 130 / 148 / 177 PS



5.998

2.050

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 5.998 / 2.580 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.300 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.790 kg
Payload ......................................................... 510 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 115 / 130 / 148 / 177 PS
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GLOBESTAR 600 W

Practical central Washroom
More comfort room, doubles as room divider

Feel at home whilst on the move - with the GLOBESTAR 600 W.
We achieve this unique travel experience through 10 years of design 
and production experience: compactness and comfort for cozy evenings, 
practical storage and work space in the kitchen and the spacious 
central washroom.

An elevated fridge and extra wardrobes provide a feeling of 
spaciousness, which leaves nothing amiss. Such as the spacious 
bedroom with large double bed and storage space above and below the 
bed. All this on agile 5.99 m vehicle length. What more do you want?

Kingsize Bed    With its 1.960 x 1.570 / 1.370 mm cosy and comfy Extra large dinette    comfortable space for four

XL Fridge (optional)
Absorber fridge with 138 l volume (optional)   

A Feeling like at home

Basic Version    Upholstery Silver (optional)     alternative table top (optional)

 + All-around roof storage boxes in the rear

 + Espeacially large wardrobes

 + Elevated fridge for comfort and space. Optionally 
available as Slimtower



Length / Height / Width  ................................ 5.998 / 2.580 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.300 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.805 kg
Payload ......................................................... 495 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 115 / 130 / 148 / 177 PS
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GLOBESTAR 600 L
The motto „there‘s room in even the smallest cabin“ wasn‘t ever more 
perfectly fulfilled than in our  GLOBESTAR 600 L. The 600 L includes 
everything which belongs to a comfortable GLOBECAR: lingering cosily and 
dining in the half dinette in one of the largest seating groups in the 600 

single bed class . Cooking comfortably in the kitchenette and feel 
refreshed in the central washroom. And topping this: two single beds in 
the rear providing relaxing sleep.

Sleeping in Comfort    Large, comfy and ideal, if someone wants to sleep in

Extra Large Kitchenette
Functional and with much optimised storage

Central Washroom
Washroom doubling as room divider

Extra Comfy    Comfortable and spacious half dinette, 
 which can be (optionally) changed into an extra bed

Basic Version    Upholstery Silver (optional)    alternative table top (optional)

 + Generous single beds for comfortable sleep like at home

 + High quality and indirect lighting

 + Specially large storage space in the „bedroom 
wardrobes“ in the rear

The Space Miracle with Single Beds

5.998

2.050



Length / Height / Width  ................................ 5.998 / 2.830 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.300 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.910 kg
Payload ......................................................... 590 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 130 / 148 / 177 PS
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GLOBESTAR 600 L Revolution
The popular and proven electric lifting bed is a decisive feature of the 
GLOBESTAR 600 L revolution, which is only 5.99 m long.
So it convinces with a extra large rear storage space for everything, 
which can be stowed under the height-adjustable rear bed and 
inside the practical roof cabinets. An additional double bed can be 

accommodated as an option. With its 2.13 meters of headroom and 
extraordinary sense of space the GLOBESTAR 600 L Revolution is the 
proof that sophisticated design not only creates comfort, but also 
space.

Basic Version    Upholstery Silver (optional)    alternative table top (optional)

Travel and comfort for four    Spacious dinette for convivial evenings.

Practical central Washroom
Spacious and comfortable, doubling as room divider

Electric lifting bed in the rear 
Flexible rear storage with a press of a button.  
Additional double bunk bed optional.

Cooking like at home
A kitchenette which leave nothing to wish for 
concerning ergonomy and comfort.

Sportive and flexible

 + High value furniture built for lasting enjoyment and space

 + Practical foldable washing basin for more space

 + Electrically liftable rear bed for optimal storage space

 + Generous interior height for more comfort in the van

5.998

2.050
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GLOBESTAR 640 DK
Optimal handling with maximum comfort - this is the new ROADSTAR 640 
DK should be summarized. Its exceptional central washroom concept with 
separate shower and wash area is extremely variable.  
There is a voluminous hanging cabinet for lots of travel essentials 

under the big, yet very economical compressor refrigerator. The kitchen 
also convinces with a lot of space and big drawers.  
And last but not least, the XXL bed provides travel companions perfect 
sleeping comfort like at home.

Seperatable Sleeping Room    With a large, comfortable double bed Elegant Dinette    Spacious and extravagantly designed

Design Kitchenette
Tasteful and practical

New Washroom–Shower Concept
More space in the washroom and doubling as room 
divider, plus: choice as shower or wardrobe

Elegance Version    Upholstery Impression (optional)    alternative table top (optional)

Travelling at Large

 + Comfortable washroom, doubling as room divider

 + All-around roof cabinets in the rear for more storage

 + Generous lateral rear double bed for more cosy 
comfort

 + Large cupboard in the kitchenette

6.358

2.050

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 6.358 / 2.610 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.500 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.945 kg
Payload ......................................................... 555 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 130 / 148 / 177 PS
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CAMPSCOUT
It has become a classic for friends of vehicles with single beds. For those 
who like luxuriously large, the CAMPSCOUT is just right. At 6,36 m, it 
offers a dinette for up to four people, a „spa center“ washroom and a 
large kitchenette - as standard equipped with elevated refrigerator plus 

generous hanging cabinets or optionally with Slimtower fridge.
Just as you wish.
The result is traveling experience in XL format.

Basic Version    Upholstery Silver (optional)    alternative table top (optional)

Seperatable Bedroom    Largest sleeping area –  for dream large Convivial Dinette    Loads of space for four 

Extra large Kitchenette
With fridge in working height

Central Washroom
Bathroom and room divider

MAximum Space and Sleeping Comforts

 + Slimline fridge (138 l Absorber) optionally available

 + Cosy dinette for four persons

 + Flexible central washroom, doubles as room divider

 + Generously designed kitchenette with seperate  
large cupboard 

6.358

2.050

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 6.358 / 2.610 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.500 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.945 kg
Payload ......................................................... 555 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 130 / 148 / 177 PS
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CAMPSCOUT B
The CAMPSCOUT B shows its size in a special way:
its low-set refrigerator allows for new perspectives and thus a view 
through the vehicle, which provides a unique feeling of space.

The wall units are placed under the bed. The new CAMPSCOUT B thus 
perfectly matches the storage space with the feeling of space.

Elegance Version    Upholstery Square    alternative table top (optional)
Designer Kitchenette
Tasteful and practical

Large Washroom
Comfort like at home

Elegant Dinette    Spacious and extravagantly designedTwo single beds in the rear    And additional boards beneath the ceiling cabinets

Visible Greatness

 + Seperate washroom

 + Large hanging wardrobes under the rear beds

 + Comfortable single beds for a restful sleep

 + A very special spacial experience

6.358

2.050

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 6.358 / 2.610 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.500 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.920 kg
Payload ......................................................... 580 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 130 / 148 / 177 PS
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CAMPSCOUT Revolution

Central Washroom
Washroom and room divider

The CAMPSCOUT Revolution offers even more space in the rear, so that 
the beds no longer have to be dismantled for more storage space – just 
one touch of a button will suffice. The bed is being lifted to the ceiling 
and the rolling space miracle releases a lot of extra space! Thus, 

expensive sports equipment can be placed safely under the bed for on 
the road or overnight. Optionally, four sleeping places are also available 
with an additional double bed in the rear.

Extra large Kitchenette
Functional and with a lot of practical extras

Convivial Dinette    Comfy space for four on the road and at the destination

Electrically liftable Rear Bed  
The bed is electrically adjustable to create more space 
or optionally create space for another bed

Elegance Version    Upholstery Impression (optional)    alternative table top (optional)

Optimal storage space due to electrically

liftable double bed

 + Elevated fridge – extra easy to reach. Optionally as Slimtower

 + Electrically adjustable bed for more flexibility and storage

 + High value lighting system with more lighting around the bed

 + Optional additional double bed in rear

 + Generous interior height

6.358

2.050

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 6.358 / 2.610 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.500 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 3.045 kg
Payload ......................................................... 455 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 130 / 148 / 177 PS
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TRAVELLING WITH STYLE

GLOBECAR IS A UNIQUE WAY TO TRAVEL 
WITH INDIVIDUAL STYLE
Getting around and discovering new things is in the nature of man.Decisive is how.

GLOBECAR has found a whole new combination of comfort, function, design and thus 
comfortable way of traveling.  
The windows of a GLOBECAR are a good example of this philosophy. Their 
construction as solid frame windows is not only particularly burglary-resistant, but 
– thanks to its automotive design – also quite aerodynamic and thereby particularly 
quiet. The interior, with its high-quality ambience in yacht style, invites you for small 
and long trip alike. High-quality laminates as well as noble and functional elements 
in aluminum and chrome optics complete the elegant and modern appearance.

Make yourself comfortable.  
This is how to travel in style, comfort and safety.

Standard Version
Wood Décor Topaz Apfel with standard upholstery Breeze.

UPHOLSTERY IMPRESSION  (OPTIONAL)
An especially automotive, but still very 
cosy upholstery.

UPHOLSTERY SQUARE (ELEGANCE)
Warm beige tones harmonize particularly well
with the laminates and the furniture flaps.

UPHOLSTERY LIMETTE  (OPTIONAL)
Young, fresh and cheeky. Limonta breezes a 
fresh wind into your D-Line GLOBECAR and 
harmonizes well with the ELEGANCE version.

UPHOLSTERY SILVER  (OPTIONAL)
Our modern yet timeless and enormously 
durable standard upholstery for D-Line 
models.

UPHOLSTERY BREEZE  (BASIC)
Another modern yet timeless and 
enormously durable standard for D-Line 
upholstery.

ELEGANCE Version (OPTIONAL)
Wood Décor Lorraine Walnut with standard upholstery Square and  
high value furniture built flush flaps.

Free Ride for all your Wishes

INTERIOR

Freedom starts with selection. 

The D-Line offers not only a wide range of layouts, but 
also the possibilities for choosing the right interior 
design.

To make you feel at home - anywhere in the world. Your 
dealer will gladly advise you! Just ask for the combination 
and equipment possibilities - for example, we offer a 
raising roof for many models. 

Please note that some furnishings and vehicle finishes 
are subject to surcharges.
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Explore the world - but without 
compromising? Welcome to the world 
of the GLOBECAR H-LINE. The perfect 
combination of space, quality and fair 
price? Built for all, for whom the way is 
the destination.

Calling the World your home. 
In all comfort and cosiness.
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„H“ighlights,  like in „H“-Line 
High Value Worktops 
For table and work surfaces, a high-quality and extremely durable 
mineral material panel is used in the high roof vehicles.

Subtle Lighting 
The lighting concept shines with subtle indirect lighting above the 
roof box and built-in spots,which can be switched on individually.

Framed Windows (exception: rear windowsr) 
Permanently installed frame windows are a novelty in this vehicle 
category and are a clear sign of our understanding of quality.

Washroom 
The washbasins in the Varios are made of high quality mineral 
material.

High quality wall coverings 
The interior walls are cladded with high quality and protective crunch 
velor dresses.

Everything opaque 
Our premium window blinds protect against all disturbing light or 
strange glances.

High value furniture built  
All furniture in the vehicle is manufactured by hand in our 
manufactory in Germany.

Optics have priority 
Even the bumpers are finished in vehicle colour and create a stylish 
and automotive designer look.

Central water release 
Enormously practical. In the SUMMITs the water release is placed 
beneath the floor in the dinette. Easy to reach – easy to handle.
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Globecar owners know what they appreciate most about their vehicle.
However, what distinguishes the top-equipped D-Line from the even higher-quality H-Line?
Here we provide the answers.
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5.41 m
4.99 m

5.99 m
6.36 m
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Loads of space for the most beautifuly places of the world

H-Line Overview

Ingenious for Two Ideal for Four Luxury for Two and More Maximum Space Loads of clever details Perfection and elegance

VARIO 499 VARIO 545 CONCORDE COMPACT GLOBESCOUT VARIO SUMMIT 600 SUMMIT 640

Seite
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VARIO 499
The smallest GLOBECAR - very big!
On the ground floor the small,5.0 m long VARIO provides everything what 
makes life enjoyable: Seating for up to four people, comfortable kitchen 
and a generously large washroom in the rear. For sleeping cosily, the top 

roof bed is simply folded down - simple and heavenly! The compact size 
of this small one is convincing with its great maneuverability as a city and 
everyday vehicle.  

Upholstery Nizza (optional)    Table with extension (optional)

Foldable roof bed   Headspace by day, comfy sleep by night Comfy dinette    For convivial meeting of four

Comfortable Kitchenette
With 3-flame hob and loads of storage

Washroom in the rear
Large washroom in the rear

Ingenious for Two

 + Generous kitchenette with loads of space

 + Manufacture vehicle with high value 
furniture built

 + Comfortable dinette for up to four persons

4.965

2.050

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 4.965 / 3.120 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.300 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.765 kg
Payload ......................................................... 535 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+2 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 130 / 148 / 177 PS



5.413

2.050
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VARIO 545

Comfortable Kitchen
With 3-flame hob and generous storage

Off into the family holiday! The VARIO can offer something that no one 
else can: to provide a maximum of accommodation possibilities in a 
minimum of space. Reason: in the rear it offers optional bunk beds, in 

which two passengers can sleep over the entire width of the vehicle. 
Alternatively, you can also remove the bunk bed – and there is a large 
luggage compartment. Perfect for families traveling.

Upholstery Solero (optional)    Table with extension (optional)(optional)
Central Washroom  
Washroom and room divider to the rear sleeping area

Comfortable dinette    For convivial meetings of up to four
Foldable bed in the high roof and bunk beds  
Sleeping arrangements for up to four

Ideal for Four

 + Especially loads of space in the rear – optionally 
with bunk beds

 + High quality framed windows – for an special 
automotive look

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 5.413 / 3.120 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.300 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.925 kg
Payload ......................................................... 375 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+2 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 130 / 148 / 177 PS



5.413

2.050
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CONCORDE COMPACT
In this travel classic, comfort, luxury and space go hand in hand.
Extra large seating areas for up to 6 people and a spacious kitchen 
area with plenty of storage space, offering space for convivial and 
comfortable evenings. 
With its tried-and-tested design, many functional solutions and 

optimum use of space, the CONCORDE COMPACT has found many 
friends. It is therefore no wonder that our classic was awarded 
„Motorhome of the Year“ many times in Germany.

Upholstery Mindoro

Foldable bed in high top    Headspace by day, comfy bed by night 

Luxury Kitchen
Plenty of storage and high value worktop

Washroom in the rear
Large washroom over the fully width of the rear

Genuinely luxurious full Dinette  
Comfy seating for up to four

Luxury for Two and More

 + Manufacture vehicle with high value furniture built

 + Comfy and spacious seating arrangement in the dinette

 + Seperate washroom over the full width of the rear

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 5.413 / 3.120 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.300 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.810 kg
Payload ......................................................... 490 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 130 / 148 / 177 PS



5.998

2.050
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GLOBESCOUT VARIO

Upholstery Mindoro   table with extension (optional)

The GLOBESCOUT VARIO is unbeatable in terms of space: if you order 
the optional bed in the roof, you get restful places to sleepfor four 
persons. Perfect for families. Even more:The central room bath 
separates the rear sleeping area from the living part – ideal for 

sleeping in – whether parents or children. Optionally, there is a 
ceiling-mounted closet and / or a spacious 140-liter refrigerator.

Two fully equipped bedrooms    double bed in the rear and foldable high top bed

Comfortable Kitchenette
With 3-flame hob, option. 140-l fridge and loads of space

Central Washroom
Washroom and room divider to the bedroom

Comfy dinette    For convivial evenings with up to four persons

Maximum Space

 + Flexible washroom with high quality shutter door, 
which doubles as room divider

 + Large kitchenette with plenty of storage space

 + Elevated, easy to reach fridge. Optionally available 
as 140 L Slimtower.

Length / Height / Width  ................................ 5.998 / 3.120 / 2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ................ 3.500 kg
Mass in Running Order  ................................. 2.965 kg
Payload ......................................................... 535 kg
Seats / Seatbelts ........................................... 4 / 4
Berths ........................................................... 2 (+2 optional)
Fresh Water .................................................. 100 Liters
Waste Water ................................................. 92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 130 / 148 / 177 PS
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SUMMIT 600

Upholstery Mindoro

Comfy dinette    For convivial get-togethers for up to four persons 

The new SUMMIT 600 offers all the advantages of the 640, but can 
still score with more refined details. Such as the continuous line of 
sight and elbow room. Or the clever room-in-room solution inside the 
practical swivel washroom. The elegant lighting concept puts the icing 
on the cake for all, who like to travel compact but still in style.

Comfortable Sleep    Large double bed in the rear

Kitchenette
Functional and with plenty of storage

Large shower
with ingenious technology... …of the defined swivel shower

Loads of clever Details

 + Clever room-in-room solution with the swivel 
washroom

 + High value lighting concept with indirect lighting

 + Generous and open spacial concept

Length ............................................5.998 mm
Height .............................................2.610 mm
 Width  ............................................2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ..3.300 kg
Mass in Running Order  ...................2.835 kg
Payload ...........................................465 kg
Seats / Seatbelts .............................4 / 4
Berths .............................................2 (+1 optional)
Fresh Water ....................................100 Liters
Waste Water ...................................80 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 115 / 130 / 148 / 177 PS
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Length ............................................6.358 mm
Height .............................................2.610 mm
 Width  ............................................2.050 mm
Maximum Permissible Laden Mass ..3.500 kg
Mass in Running Order  ...................2.940 kg
Payload ...........................................560 kg
Seats / Seatbelts .............................4 / 4
Berths .............................................2 (+2 optional)
Fresh Water ....................................100 Liters
Waste Water ...................................92 Liters

Chassis Fiat 2.3 L - 130 / 148 / 177 PS
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SUMMIT 640

Alternative wood décor Eiche Kupfer Bora    Upholstery Mindoro

The SUMMIT 640 combines all the elegant and approved features and 
elements that define a comfortable and valuable GLOBECAR: spacious 
dinette for four, the largest kitchenette in a GLOBECAR for culinary 
delights.The highlight in the bathroom: either washroom or wet cell. 
Simply swivel away. Two generously sized single beds provide for restful 
sleep. The SUMMIT 640: a highlight of design and manufacture.

Sleeping royally    Two large single beds in the rear for hotel-like rest
Enjoying travelling together and in style 
Safe and comfortable travel and comfortable rests for four

Culinary and practical Design
Extral large kitchenette with spacious 90 L fridge 
and plenty of storage space

Extra large washroom
Plenty of room, storage and technical finesse
for the “wellness on the road“

 + High value lighting concept with indirect lighting

 + Seating bench with ergonomic polsters

 + Framed windows for an automotive look

 + Clever room-in-room solution with the swivel 
washroom

Perfection and Elegance
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Free Ride for your wishes The large world of colour choice

INTERIOR EXTERIOR

Freedom starts with selection. 

The H-Line offers not only a wide range of layouts, but 
also the possibilities for choosing the right interior 
design.

To make you feel at home - anywhere in the world. Your 
dealer will gladly advise you! Just ask for the combination 
and equipment possibilities - for example, we offer a 
raising roof for many models. 

Please note that some furnishings and vehicle finishes 
are subject to surcharges.

Here you have an overview over the 
colour choices for your GLOBECAR.

Graphito Grey metallic 
only D-LINE 

Standard Wood Décor Rosewood (Standard)
Highest value in rosewood already as standard
in our H-Line GLOBECAR.

Upholstery Mindoro (Basic)
Standard upholstery for the models of the H-Line.

Upholstery Nizza (optional)
An alternative upholstery for the H-Line.

Upholstery Solero (optional)
Another alternative upholstery for the H-Line.

Upholstery Original Captain Chair (optional)
Especially automotive upholstery.

Wood Décor Oak Copper Bora (optional for SUMMIT)
Optionally available for the SUMMIT model series: the wood décor 
Oak Copper Bora. Imperial Blue

Profondo Red metallic

Golden White metallic

Tizian Red

Lago Azurro metallic

Eisen Grey metallic

White

Aluminium Grey metallic



Facebook: facebook.com / GLOBECARMotorhomesUK 
Google+: google.com / +GLOBECAR

We are there for you – in 14 countries!  
And of course under  www.GLOBECAR.co.uk

Subject to technical modifications and error. Please be kindly advised that this catalogue contains depictions of decorations, décors, furniture, upholstery and equipment which might be optional and subject to a surcharge. All measurements are metric, lengths in millimetres, if not mentioned otherwise. 
Technical details concerning technology, water supply and prices are detailed in the separate pricelist. Colour deviations are due to the printing production processes. Current and updated as of 08/2017.
*The “Mass in running order” contains according to EU-Standards 97 / 27 EG and EN 1645-2 the unladen weight of the vehicle – inclusive the driver (75 kg), filled fuel tank and the following standard load: water tank with reduced capacity (20 kg), one full gas bottle (11 kg) and a cable drum (4 kg).
The technically approved total mass should not be exceeded by added individual equipment, passengers and possible optional special equipment. The count of passengers can be reduced by adding special or optional equipment. All mentioned data concerning scope of delivery, outlook, design, performance, measurements and weight of the vehicles are valid at the date of layout and 
printing and conform with the European Regulations for Homologation.  These can be subject to change at the time of sale or delivery. Deviations inside manufacture tolerances (+/- 5% max.) are possible and permissible.


